[Effect of fractionated irradiation of tumor-bearing animals on their survival].
The authors investigated a possibility to use murine lymphosarcoma LS/BL for a study of the efficacy of fractional irradiation of tumor-bearing animals. Apart from the normal LS/BL cell line, LS/BL-CI cell line was used which was constantly irradiated at a low dose rate (5 P/hour). The therapeutic effect of fractional irradiation manifested itself in case of LS/BL only, whereas in case of constantly irradiated cells the result of irradiation and growth of tumor cells, on the contrary, summarized. It was determined that both lines have approximately the same D0 value and that no changes in the ability of the reparation of lethal injuries were observed in the chronically irradiated LS/BL cell line. Using a method of colony formation in the liver a significant ability of the reparation of a sublethal injury was shown in case of a constantly irradiated population.